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Three homologous spectrin domains have remarkably different folding characteristics. We have previously
shown that the slow-folding R16 and R17 spectrin domains can be altered to resemble the fast folding R15, in
terms of speed of folding (and unfolding), landscape roughness and folding mechanism, simply by substituting
five residues in the core. Here we show that, by contrast, R15 cannot be engineered to resemble R16 and
R17. It is possible to engineer a slow-folding version of R15, but our analysis shows that this protein neither
has a rougher energy landscape nor does change its folding mechanism. Quite remarkably, R15 appears to
be a rare example of a protein with a folding nucleus that does not change in position or in size when its folding
nucleus is disrupted. Thus, while two members of this protein family are remarkably plastic, the third has
apparently a restricted folding landscape.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.Introduction
In the two decades since the introduction of
Φ-value analysis to investigate the structure of
protein folding transition states (TSs), over 50 TSs
have been investigated to some extent (recently
reviewed in Ref. [1]). Although only providing a static
snapshot of the folding process, these results have
provided detailed insight into the nature of the TSs
through which small proteins fold. This understand-
ing has been aided by the use of perturbations of
TSs, through the use of mutations, insertions,
circularisation and circular permutations [2–12],
allowing us to observe phenomena such as Ham-
mond behaviour, where one might observe TS
growth along the reaction coordinate [13,14], or
anti-Hammond effects and parallel pathways [15–
17]. Studying how a TS is affected by these various
perturbations affords a more complete understand-
ing of TS flexibility and mobility over the folding
landscape.
More drastic differences can be observed when
members of protein structural families are compared
[1,18]. A seminal study of the three-helix-bundle
homeodomain family allowed Fersht, Daggett andtter © 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevco-workers to propose that there is continuum of
folding mechanisms between diffusion–collision and
nucleation–condensation folding mechanisms [19–
26]. This continuum has proved a useful framework
for understanding both folding mechanism and
pathway. They showed that the principal determi-
nant of mechanism lies in the balance between
secondary structure propensity and tertiary contacts.
Where secondary structure (helical) propensity is
high, early local structure formation is favoured, but
where helical propensity is low, formation of long-
range tertiary interactions is concomitant with
secondary structure formation.
In addition to the homeodomain family, TSs seen
for members of the well-studied PSBD, PDZ and
spectrin domains all fall along this same continuum
[14,27–35]. Interestingly, all-β proteins are less likely
to fold using a framework-like mechanism, although
even where all members fold by nucleation–conden-
sation, significant movements in TS have been
observed, in proteins such as the immunoglobulin-like
[36] and SH3 [37] domains, as well as for the α/β
protein S6 [8].
Spectrin domains are elongated three-helix bundle
domains, and three have been studied in detail, R15,ier Ltd. All rights reserved. J. Mol. Biol. (2014) 426, 1600–1610
1601Spectrin R15 has a Robust Folding NucleusR16 and R17. They are superficially similar with
comparable structures, stabilities and β-Tanford
values, but R15 folds and unfolds around 3 orders
of magnitude faster than R16 and R17 [38–43]. The
rate-limiting TSs of all three domains in water are
topologically similar: all three involve only the A-helix
and the C-helix [14,34,35]. However, the pattern of
Φ-values differs between the R15 and the slow-fold-
ing domains R16 and R17, and this difference in
pattern ofΦ-values has led us to conclude that these
domains use different folding mechanisms. The
origin of the difference in folding rates appears to
be due to this difference in folding mechanism: R15
folds via a nucleation–condensation mechanism
with only the centres of the two helices structured
and docked whereas both R16 and R17 fold via a
framework-like mechanism involving the docking of
partly preformed helices A and C along the entire
length [44]. Framework-like mechanisms are com-
monly associated with faster rates of folding, but this
is not the case for these spectrin domains. In fact, the
folding landscapes of R16 and R17 appear to be
frustrated having high internal friction that slows both
folding and unfolding by altering the underlying
roughness of the landscape rather than a more
typical slowing due to barrier height. Such frustration
has not been previously observed in domains of this
size that fold on the millisecond-to-second time-
scale. This internal friction has been mapped along
the landscape for these three proteins, and signifi-
cant friction is observed only at the early, rate-
determining TS of R16 and R17 [45]. This early TS is
the point on the folding pathway where the topology
is established through the correct alignment of the
two terminal helices, and the presence of friction has
been ascribed to a frustrated search for the correct
docking of partly preformed helices. It is also, in part,
responsible for the slower folding and unfolding
kinetics exhibited by R16 and R17 [46]. R15 is not
subject to high internal friction, as early formation of
strong tertiary contacts between helices A and C
establish the topology and both tertiary and second-
ary structure can develop around this nucleus,
without forming non-native frustrated contacts.
Thus, despite these spectrin domains having very
similar structures (pair-wise RMSD b 1 Å), the fold-
ing of R15 is distinct from that of R16 and R17.
However, we have shown that R16 and R17 can be
made more R15-like, in terms of folding speed, TS
structure, folding mechanism and reduced land-
scape frustration. This was initially through the use
of fully core swapped domains where we defined the
core residues and engineered R16 and R17 to have
the core of R15. Subsequently, we have shown that
substitution of a “minimal core” of just seven
residues (m7) or even just five core residues on
the A-helix (m5) in both R16 and R17 to the amino
acids seen at those positions in R15 is sufficient to
shift the folding of R16 and R17 to become moreR15-like [44,47]. That is, both folding and unfolding
rates are increased, the folding mechanism is shifted
towards nucleation–condensation and landscape
frustration reduced. The folding landscapes of R16
and R17 are malleable enough for a small number of
mutations to significantly shift the folding behaviour
of these domains.
Using a similar core swap strategy, here we
investigate the folding of R15, searching for slow-
folding variants to ask whether slower folding in R15
is accompanied by a change in mechanism and/or
an increase in landscape roughness. We find that,
unlike R16 and R17, the TS of R15 is remarkably
resilient to substitution, displaying an apparent lack
of deformability that is rarely seen.Results
R15 is resistant to core swapping
The full core swapped proteins with R15 as the
major parent, R15o16c and R15o17c, express
insolubly [44,47]. We were able to purify a small
amount of R15o16c from inclusion bodies without
removing the N-terminal His-tag, the presence of
which does not affect the stability of wild-type (WT)
spectrin proteins (data not shown). The protein is
only partly folded, but a truncated chevron plot
(Fig. 1) allows us to estimate that it has a ΔGD–N b
1 kcal mol−1, compared to 7.2 kcal mol−1 for WT
R15. The destabilisation is mostly reflected in folding
kinetics. It refolds significantly more slowly than R15,
but crucially, it also unfolds more rapidly (we do not
see the lower folding AND unfolding rate constants
that characterise the intrinsically slow folding of R16
and R17). A “minimal core” version of R15, R15m7
(with just seven substitutions—five in the A-helix and
one in each of the B- and C-helices—the only core
residues that are identical in R16 and R15 but
different in R15 [47]), could not be purified from
inclusion bodies.
Five individual mutations of helix A in R15
There are five core residues from R15 that, when
substituted together into R16 and R17, promote
faster folding, reduced internal friction at the TS and
a more nucleation–condensation-like folding mech-
anism [47]. These residues are all found in the
A-helix, in the region surrounding the highly con-
served Trp21 that is key for nucleating folding
(Fig. 2). The effect of substituting these residues in
R15 with their equivalents from R16 and R17 was
determined individually. Three of these substitutions,
D19E, L22I and L29V (where the first residue is that
found in R15 and the second is that found in R16 and
R17), are extremely conservative; only two, F18E
Fig. 1. The kinetics of R15o16c compared with the WT
domains. R15o16c data are shown in brown, and R15,
R16 and R17 are shown in grey. R15, R16 and R17 data
are taken from Ref. [43].
1602 Spectrin R15 has a Robust Folding Nucleusand V25K, change the nature of the side chain
significantly. All variants displayed similar fluores-
cence and CD profiles as WT R15.
Kinetic data were collected for all five mutant
proteins (Fig. 3 and Table 1). Most have a lower
thermodynamic stability (ΔGD–N) and fold slower and
unfold faster than WT R15. The stabilised D19E
conversely folds faster and unfolds more slowly.
Interpretation of such data may be complicated. A
change in the thermodynamic stability of a domain
may or may not affect TS barrier crossing (i.e.,
folding and unfolding speeds), depending on the
effect of the mutation on the relative barrier heights.
This relative change in barrier height upon mutation
is what a Φ-value measures [48]; thus, we deter-
mined Φ-values for these five mutations and
compared them to previously published Φ-values
at the same sites, where a conservative deletion
mutation had been made (Table 1) [35]. Where theFig. 2. The five nucleus residues in R15 that, when
substituted into R16 or R17, alter their folding to be more
R15-like. These five residues are shown as space-filling
models: Phe18 (green), Asp19 (orange), Ile22 (pink),
Val25 (purple) and Leu29 (cyan). These five residues pack
round Trp21, which is at the centre of this cluster (sticks).
All these residues are on the A-helix (black).Φ-values correspond to the original reported
Φ-values, it is reasonable to conclude that the TS
is unchanged by this mutation. {Note that the F18E
substitution was so destabilising that the data were
fitted by fixing the kinetic m-values to those of WT,
and the Φ-value of 0.4 must be considered to be an
estimate. However, the Φ-value is the same as that
for the corresponding F18A mutation as previously
reported (0.3) [35]. Moreover, if we make the
Phe-to-Glu mutation in the background of the
stabilising D19E mutation, we get the same
Φ-value (0.4) (see Supplementary Fig. S1).} The
only Φ-value that is significantly different to the
previous work is that of V25K (0.9 compared to 0.4 in
V25A). In the core-swapped versions of R16 and
R17, we found that changes in Φ-value pattern
indicated a change in the structure of the TS and of
the folding mechanism. This led us to ask whether
V25K changes the folding mechanism and thus the
overall Φ-value pattern of R15.
The results for these individual mutant proteins
may shed some light on the fact that R15 does not
seem to be able to tolerate multiple substitutions in
the core to the same extent as R16 and R17, even
though they have a high structural homology and
have, in general, similar response to individual
substitutions in the core [14,35]. Here we see that
both mutations that introduce charged residues into
the core, F18E and V25K, are quite destabilising (the
total loss of stability from these two, non-interacting
residues alone is 6.2 kcal mol−1). Perhaps the
structure of R15 does not allow the charges from
these side chains to be fully solvated in the native
state, unlike what is seen in R16 and R17.
Interestingly, the only favourable substitution here
(D19E) extends the hydrophobic portion of the side
chain, perhaps allowing the charged moiety to be
more solvent exposed. It seems likely that the
various core-swapped versions of R15 were simply
too destabilised to be produced successfully. An
alternative possibility is that R15 cannot tolerate a
number of substitutions of its folding nucleus.
Design of R15m2 (R15 D19E/V25K)
Thus, we found that the substitution that appar-
ently alters the folding of R15 most significantly is
V25K, which alters theΦ-value significantly and also
has the largest effect on the folding rate constant,
slowing the folding by about 50-fold. This protein is
destabilised relative to WT R15. Therefore, to allow
us to use protein engineering to investigate the
reason for the slow folding of this mutant protein, we
introduced a second, stabilising mutation, D19E, that
does not affect the folding rate constant (note that
these two residues do not interact in WT R15). This
protein is termed R15m2 (R15 with 2 of the minimal
core residues substituted) and has a Φ-value of ~0
compared to V25K. The addition of D19E to V25K
Fig. 3. The effect of mutating the five key residues in
R15 to the side chain found at that position in R16 and
R17. (a) Chevron plots of the five individual mutations.
Continuous lines represent the fit of the data. (b) Chevron
plots of R15m2, proteins containing the two constituent
mutations D19E and V25K and the WT domains.
1603Spectrin R15 has a Robust Folding Nucleusresults in a stable R15 variant that has approximately
the same stability as WT R15, thus allowing us to
study the folding mechanism usingΦ-value analysis.
The Φ-value of R15m2 (compared to WT R15) is
now highly anomalous, at 1.6, which, since the
effects of V25K and D19E are essentially additive
and D19E has a Φ-value of ~0, demonstrates the
very large effect of the V-to-K mutation. R15m2
allows us to ask why the single point mutation V25K
causes such an anomalous change in the folding of
R15. Is the decrease in both folding and unfolding
rate constants in R15m2 associated with a concom-
itant change in folding mechanism and/or increase in
landscape roughness?R15m2 viscosity dependence study
The rate constants for folding and unfolding of WT
R15 have very strong solvent viscosity dependence,
whereas WT R16 and R17 show only a weak
dependence [44]. Weak solvent viscosity depen-
dence reflects the rough energy landscapes in R16
and R17. Briefly, assuming that folding is a diffusive,
Kramers-like process across the free-energy land-
scape, the rate constant for folding (and unfolding)
can be described, empirically, by Eq. (1) where the
folding or unfolding rate constant k is dependent on η
(the solvent viscosity), σ (the “internal friction” of the
protein), ΔGTS (the height of the energy barrier) and
C (a temperature- and solvent-independent term,
including all components of the pre-exponential
factor except the friction terms).
k ¼ C
ηþ σ exp
−ΔGTS
RT
 !
ð1Þ
Thus, if internal friction σ is negligible, then the
normalised folding (or unfolding) rate constant
plotted against the inverse of the normalised solvent
viscosity will give a slope of 1 (see Refs. [44] and
[49–51] for detailed discussions). For most small
proteins, and indeed for WT R15, such plots do give
a slope close to unity. R16 and R17 are very rare
exceptions, their plots having slopes ~0.2 (Fig. 4).
Fast-folding, core-swapped versions of R16 and R17
have an increased solvent viscosity dependence
[44,47]. We therefore asked: is the significant
decrease in the rate constant for folding of R15m2
reflected in a concomitant decrease in solvent
viscosity dependence?
The effect of solvent viscosity on the folding of
R15m2 was determined as previously described
[44]. Figure 4a shows the chevrons of R15m2 at
various glucose concentrations, fitted individually.
Since glucose, like most viscogens, stabilises the
protein, we use an iso-stability approach [52–58]
and determine the kf at ΔGD–N = 1.5 kcal mol−1 or
kf = ku at ΔGD–N = 0.0 kcal mol−1 for each glucose
concentration. The relative rate constants (k0/k)
were plotted against the relative solvent viscosity
(η/η0) (Fig. 4b and c). Slopes of these plots for
R15m2 (mean slope of 1.00 ± 0.02) were similar to
what had previously been observed for WT R15
(mean slope of 0.80 ± 0.05). Slow folding in R15m2
is not, therefore, related to any increase in the
roughness of the free-energy landscape.
Φ-Value analysis of R15m2
We have shown that faster folding in the core-s-
wapped versions of R16 is due in part to a change in
the folding mechanism from a framework-like to a
nucleation–condensation mechanism [44]. To
Table 1. Thermodynamic and kinetic parameters for R15 variants.
Mutant ΔGH2OD−N
a
(kcal mol−1)
kH2Of
b
(s−1)
mk f
(kcal mol−1 M−1)
kH2Ou
(s−1)
mku
(kcal mol−1 M−1)
Φf
2M “Classical” Φc
R15d 7.2 ± (0.2) 60,000 ± (13,000) 1.9 ± (0.1) 1.3 ± (0.2) 1.0 ± (0.1) — —
R15 F18Ee 3.5 ± (0.1) 3800 ± (600) 1.9 ± (0.1) 59.0 ± (6) 1.0 ± (0.1) 0.4 0.3
R15 D19E 8.9 ± (0.2) 48,000 ± (6400) 1.7 ± (0.1) 0.16 ± (0.02) 1.1 ± (0.1) 0.1 NDf
R15 L22I 6.0 ± (0.2) 9300 ± (1600) 1.7 ± (0.1) 1.55 ± (0.40) 1.2 ± (0.1) 0.6 0.5
R15 V25K 4.7 ± (0.1) 1340 ± (70) 1.9 ± (0.1) 0.83 ± (0.07) 1.2 ± (0.1) 0.9 0.4
R15 L29V 5.6 ± (0.2) 8000 ± (890) 1.8 ± (0.1) 1.36 ± (0.19) 1.2 ± (0.1) 0.7 0.5
R15m2 (D19E/V25K) 6.1 ± (0.2) 1500 ± (20) 1.4 ± (0.1) 0.05 ± (0.01) 1.9 ± (0.1) 1.6 —
R15 V25M ND 55,000 ± (13,000) 1.7 ± (0.1) 2.6 ± (0.5) 0.9 ± (0.1) — —
a All ΔG are calculated using mean mD − Neqb of 1.9 kcal mol−1.
b All data fitted to a two-state model, except R15m2 that is fitted with a broad TS model (see the main text).
c All classical Φ-values were taken from Wensley et al. [35]. All the mutations are to alanine.
d R15 data are taken from Scott et al. [43].
e Substitution of F18E was so destabilising that very little kinetic data could be collected. In this case, data were fitted by fixing themk f
and mku to those of R15. Φf
2M = 0.4 must be considered as an estimate.
f ND indicates that these data and values have not been collected or calculated.
1604 Spectrin R15 has a Robust Folding Nucleusdetermine whether the slow folding of R15m2 is also
related to a change in folding mechanism, we carried
out a Φ-value analysis for R15m2. Forty-five single
pointmutationswere introduced intoR15m2at 36 sites
to sample its entire structured region. For direct
comparison with the Φ-value analysis on spectrin
R15, the same mutations were made as those
previously published for WT R15 [35]. Two classes of
mutations, core and surface residues, weremade as in
previous studies [14,34,35]. The chevron plots are
shown in Supplementary Figs. S2 and S3, and results
are tabulated in Supplementary Tables S1 and S2.
Comparison of Φ-values
R15m2 and R15 Φ-values are compared in Figs. 5
and 6. Qualitatively, the Φ-value patterns are essen-
tially the same (Fig. 5). We observe high Φ-values in
specific regions of helices A and C indicating that both
the helices are involved in early structure formation.
These regions of theA- andC-helices pack together in
the native structure. We have proposed that these
regions form a folding nucleus around which the rest
of the protein folds. In R15m2, we observe uniformly
low Φ-values in helix B, suggesting that it is not
involved in the early formation of structure.
We were surprised to also find a very good
quantitative agreement between the Φ-values of
the WT R15 and R15m2 (Fig. 6). The slope of the
linear fit in Fig. 6 is close to 1 (0.93) with an intercept
of 0.05 (R = 0.87). We conclude that the folding
mechanism and indeed the structure of the TS for
folding in R15m2 are unchanged.
Why then does R15 V25K fold so slowly?
Since we have shown that R15m2 folds via an
unaltered TS, we have to conclude that this TS ismore destabilised by the Val-to-Lys mutation than
the native state. Perhaps surprisingly, Lys25 is
considered to be a core residue in R16 and R17
despite being charged. Analysis of the R16 and R17
structures shows that the hydrophobic part of K25 is
well packed into the core while the charged moiety is
solvent exposed. We have also shown that substi-
tution of the Lys in R16 and R17 by hydrophobic
residues speeds the folding. Thus, we investigated
the folding of two further substitutions at this position
in R15. V25A has been previously reported [35]. It
slows folding very slightly with a Φ-value of 0.4.
V25M has no effect on the stability of R15 but
actually speeds both folding and unfolding (Fig. 7).
Early formation of structure around this point may be
disfavoured by packing the β-branched side chain of
Val [59].Discussion
The slow folding of R15m2
In this work, we describe an attempt to change the
folding mechanism of R15 spectrin to match that of
its slow-folding homologues R16 and R17. We have
engineered a version of R15 that, upon initial
inspection, displayed the reverse signature to that
observed for the R16 and R17 core swaps, that is, a
protein, R15m2, that both folds and unfolds signif-
icantly slower than the parent domain but has a
similar stability. However, this is where the resem-
blance ends. Unlike the R16/17 core-swapped
domains, neither TS frustration nor folding mecha-
nism of R15m2 has been affected.
D19E was engineered into R15 V25K solely to
import extra stability to allow aΦ-value analysis to be
performed. Since D19E is essentially unstructured in
1605Spectrin R15 has a Robust Folding Nucleusthe TS of both WT R15 and R15 V25K (Φ-values of
0.1 and 0.0, respectively), we infer that all the effects
on the TS that we observe in R15m2 are due to the
presence of lysine at position 25. Our Φ-value
results suggest that the side chain of residue 25
will be significantly buried in the TS: this region of the
A-helix is at the centre of the folding nucleus and is
packed onto the emerging C-helix (Fig. 5). In the
native protein, which is more compact, the positively
charged NH3
+ group will be at least partly solvent
exposed, as the long hydrophobic moiety of the side
chain is packed in the small core of this three-helix
bundle. Our results are consistent with the hypoth-
esis that the charge of K25 will be more buried in the
less compact TS than in the native state; thus, the
TS will be more destabilised than the native state by
substitution of a hydrophobic by a charged residue in
this position. Thus, the barrier to both folding and
unfolding will be raised, and both folding and
unfolding rate constants will be lowered. In direct
comparison, specific stabilisation of the TS subse-
quent to removal of charges from the core has been
seen in R16 and R17. The reverse of all of the five
individual mutations made here in R15 were made in
R16 and R17 (E18F, E19D, I22L, K25V and V29L)
[46]. In both R16 and R17, the two charge-to-neutral
mutations have a significant effect on (un)folding,
with a combined effect of the removal of the charges
of about a 40-fold increase in the folding rate
constant [46]. This is not dissimilar to the ~50-fold
effect seen here upon the addition of Lys to the
nucleus. The fact that the F18E does not have the
same effect in R15 can be explained by the
differences in the TS structures of the two domains.
This residue is at the edge of the R15 nucleus (see
Fig. 5; F18A has a Φ-value of 0.25 [35]); thus, the
charge is not likely to be significantly buried at the
TS. However, the TS in R16 is both frustrated and
more framework-like, with partially preformed heli-
ces trying to correctly dock, and consequently, a
more extended set of R16 core residues, including
E18, are partly buried and thus destabilising when
charged. Such a destabilisation of a TS by transient
burial of a charge is not new [60,61].Fig. 4. The dependence of the folding of R15m2 on
viscosity is unchanged from WT R15. (a) R15m2 chevron
plots collected in 0.0–1.5 M glucose. Data were fitted
individually to a two-state model. (b) and (c) show the
dependence of the relative rate constants (k0/k) on the
relative solvent viscosity (η/η0). [Values for k were
determined at both ΔGD–N = 1.5 kcal mol−1 (kf) (b) and
ΔGD–N = 0.0 kcal mol−1 (kf = ku) (c).] All data except
those for R15m2 were taken from Ref. [44].
Fig. 5. The TS structure of R15m2 is qualitatively unchanged from that of R15. Bar charts for the Φ-values of R15m2
(top) and R15 (bottom) in water. Core mutations are shown in black, and surface-exposed Aly–Gly scanning mutations are
shown in grey. Φ-Values are shown when ΔΔGD − N
eqb ≥ 0.70 kcal mol−1 as determined by equilibrium denaturation. R15
data are taken from Ref. [35].
Fig. 6. The TS structure of R15m2 is quantitatively
unchanged from that of R15. Comparison of the Φ-values
that are available for both R15m2 and R15. The
continuous line shows a linear fit of the data.
1606 Spectrin R15 has a Robust Folding NucleusThe lack of malleability in the R15 TS
What is remarkable about our results is that,
quantitatively and qualitatively, the structure of the
R15 TS is unaffected by destabilisation and R15m2
folds with the same nucleation–condensation mech-
anism as WT. Unlike most other systems that have
been studied, where destabilisation of the TS results
in an alteration of that TS, the TS in R15 appears to
be very inflexible: folding and unfolding via a more
destabilised WT TS is apparently more energetically
favourable than to shift over the free-energy surface
to an extended, partially altered or completely
alternate TS structure. R15 appears to have no
malleability in the folding landscape. This complete
lack of malleability is unusual for domains that fold
via a nucleation mechanism [18]. Studies that probe
TS malleability are a sizable undertaking, the WT TS
structure must be known (usually from Φ-value
analysis), a perturbation must be made and any
change in the TS structure must be probed for.
Nevertheless, a number of domains have been
studied in this way (reviewed in Ref. [18]). Using a
stringent definition for TS inflexibity, that is, no shift in
size or position of the nucleus nor of the mean
Φ-value, the classic two-state folder CI2 and the
Fig. 7. R15 folds and unfolds even more rapidly when
the β-branched Val25 is substituted by an unbranched
methionine. This supports the hypothesis that the slow
folding of V25K is due to the burial of the charged moiety of
the lysine side chain.
1607Spectrin R15 has a Robust Folding Nucleussmall three-helix-bundle BdpA are the only other
domains for which no experimental perturbations
made have resulted in an altered TS structure.
However, the nature of the perturbations made vary
somewhat. The TS of CI2 has been quite severely
altered via circularisation, circular permutation and
bisection, but the TS structure, as judged by multiple
Φ-values, remained unchanged [2,3]. A much less
serious perturbation has been made of the BdpA TS:
a single point mutation (L45A) designed to destabi-
lise one of two potential nucleation motifs [4]. This
has no effect on the population of the other motif, as
judged by a Ψ-value. The TS of BdpA, as judged by
Φ-value analysis, is also unchanged by increased
temperature [62]. Surveying the literature, however,
R15, CI2 and BdpA are exceptions [18]. It is
important to note that, from a lack of observed
malleability, it does not follow that there is no
possibility of an alternative rather that none has
been seen to date.
The apparent lack of malleability of the TS of R15
is especially surprising given its structure. Perhaps,
for the more complex topology of CI2 and the very
small fold of BdpA, the necessity of maintaining a
specific folding nucleus to set up the topology may
be a factor. However, it is easy to conceive of a
landscape where the TS nucleus could shift along
the long helices of R15 to other turns of helix, and
indeed, Lindberg and Oliveberg suggested that
spectrin domains will have overlapping foldons
and, thus, will have alternative folding routes [17].
An analogous shift is seen in the TS of the fnIIIsuperfamily members TNfn3 and CAfn2 [36]. Both
are Ig-like domains, and TNfn3 displays the “classic”
nucleus seen for this Greek-key fold, with well-
conserved hydrophobic key nucleating residues that
set up the topology of this complex fold [63]. These
residues are not present in CAfn2, and Φ-value
analysis shows that the nucleus of this family
member has merely shifted along the β-strands to
an adjacent set of hydrophobic residues. This is,
however, not what we see for R15: the nucleus is
apparently very inflexible.
Alternate origin of folding continuum shifts
The EnHD family proteins are another family of
extensively studied three-helix bundles and are the
family that was used to develop the hypothesis that
the folding of small proteins sit somewhere on a
continuum between true nucleation–condensation
and true diffusion–collision (or framework) folding
mechanisms [19–21,23–25]. In this family, the
faster-folding domains (exemplified by EnHD itself)
fold fast via a diffusion–collision mechanism where
preformed helices dock to form the folded struc-
ture. The slower-folding domains lack the high
helical propensity of EnHD and fold via true
nucleation–condensation or a mixed mechanism.
In this family, it is the presence of preformed
helices that dictates the mechanism through which
a domain folds. The evidence presented here
suggests that the factor determining where a
spectrin domain sits on this continuum is the
presence or absence of a strong nucleus. It was
relatively easy to engineer a nucleus into R16 and
R17, to cause a switch towards a nucleation–
condensation mechanism. We have been unable
to engineer a form of R15 that folds by an
alternative mechanism. Unfortunately, it is not
possible to determine whether this is because
R15 cannot access the alternative diffusion–colli-
sion mechanism used by to R16 and R17 or
because the mutations needed to knock out the
nucleus are key to the stability of R15. We have,
for example, introduced the m5 residues into a
version of R15 that has increased engineered
helicity but could not produce any soluble, folded
protein (results not shown). All these spectrin
domains have similar values of intrinsic helical
propensity; thus, differential helical propensity
appears not to be critical.
For the EnHD family, secondary structure and a
dominant framework mechanism dictate the folding
landscape, whereas for the spectrin domains, it is
the tertiary structure and the formation of a strong
nucleus. Given that these two families share one of
the simplest topologies seen in Nature, it is
interesting to speculate on the relative importance
of these two controlling properties across more
complex fold space.
1608 Spectrin R15 has a Robust Folding NucleusConclusions
Spectrin domains have a simple fold, but, yet
again, they have surprised us. We expected to find
that we could disrupt the folding nucleus in R15 and
find that it could fold by an alternative, framework-
like mechanism or at least that the protein would use
an alternative or expanded nucleus. Instead, we find
that apparently R15 is a rare example of a protein
with an inflexible TS. The energy landscape does not
allow alternative routes to the native state. Why this
should be true of R15 when R16 and R17 can be
manipulated so readily is unclear. When we are
unable to make predictions for such simple proteins,
we are lead to conclude that the “protein folding
problem” is not yet solved [64].TS, transition state; WT, wild type.Methods
Full and minimal core swaps of R15 were synthesised
(GenScript, USA) and cloned into pRSETA (Invitrogen)
using BamHI and EcoRI. Standard mutagenesis, protein
expression and purification methods have been described
elsewhere, as have details of how the biophysical data are
collected [35,43]. Sequences of the spectrin domains
involved are shown in Supplementary Fig. S4.
The methodology used for the viscosity measurement
and analysis of R15m2 was based on our previously
established methods [44,46,47]. Kinetic data were collect-
ed and fitted individually to two-state models. These fits
were then used to determine kf at ΔGD–N = 1.5 kcal mol−1
and kf = ku at ΔGD–N = 0.0 kcal mol−1.
The R15m2 Φ-value analysis [48] was carried out in the
same way as that on WT R15, except that all experiments
were carried out at 25 °C and not at 10 °C [35]. The mean
mD − N
eqb was 1.90 ± 0.05 kcal mol−1 M−1, which is very
similar to the WT R15 value of 1.88 ±0.15 kcal mol−1 M−1
[35]. Equilibrium data were fitted to the two-state model
used for WT R15. Chevron plots for all mutations are
shown in Supplementary Figs. S2 and S3. Unlike WT R15,
some mutants show observable curvature in the unfolding
arm; thus, all kinetic data were fitted globally to a broad TS
model with a shared quadratic term,m′, to reduce the error
[Eq. (2)]. The goodness of the fit was judged by comparing
the kinetic free energy for unfolding and the kinetic
m-values against the equilibrium data; this produced a
good agreement (data not shown). Thermodynamic and
kinetic parameters derived from the fits are shown in
Supplementary Tables S1 and S2. Φ-Values were
calculated at 2 M urea as this is within the experimental
range and reduces the long extrapolation, using Eq. (3).
Φ-Values were only determined where the change in free
energy of unfolding on mutation, ΔΔGD − N
eqb , is
≥0.70 kcal mol−1, as determined by equilibrium denatur-
ation curves.
lnkobs ¼ ln

kH2Of exp −mk f urea½  þm′ urea½ 2
 
þkH2Ou exp mku urea½  þm′ urea½ 
 
ð2ÞΦ ¼ ΔΔGD−
þ
þ
ΔΔGD−N
;where ΔΔGD−þþ ¼
lnkwtf
lnkmutf
ð3Þ
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